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create a web app in a day on rails, balsamiq and google app engine;
wed 12, sat 14; freein this book, author jason fried walks you
through the essentials of web application development, from

designing a user interface to making it responsive to changes in
platforms and browsers. he shows you how to build a prototype

using balsamiq and then build a production-ready app in a day using
rails. design for 3d printing: written by the principals of frances le
fabshop, which has extensive experience testing 3d printers and

creating digital models for them. from an articulated makey robot to
a posable elephant model, samuel n. bernier and the rest of le

fabshops team have created some of the most-printed designs in
the 3d printing world. this book uses their work to teach you how to
get professional results out of a desktop 3d printer without needing
to be trained in design. free puppies: a stand up comedy show for

people who like puppies village lantern; sun 14; freeat this
undeniably chipper show, some of our favorite comics wreak dark

havoc over a range of topics (including puppies). catch hilarious sets
from laurel cummings, jay jurden, remy kassimir, morgan murphy,

sean donnelly and sydnee washington. design for 3d printing:
written by the principals of frances le fabshop, which has extensive
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experience testing 3d printers and creating digital models for them.
from an articulated makey robot to a posable elephant model,

samuel n. bernier and the rest of le fabshops team have created
some of the most-printed designs in the 3d printing world. this book
uses their work to teach you how to get professional results out of a

desktop 3d printer without needing to be trained in design.
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free puppies: a stand up comedy show for people who like puppies
village lantern; sun 14; free at this undeniably chipper show, some

of our favorite comics wreak dark havoc over a range of topics
(including puppies). catch hilarious sets from laurel cummings, jay
jurden, remy kassimir, morgan murphy, sean donnelly and sydnee
washington. when you live in one of the most expensive cities in

america, it can be hard to stick to a budget. luckily, we've got you
covered. whether you're looking for a concert, art exhibit, comedy

show or even a date idea, there are plenty of places to go and have
good time without paying a dime. here are the best free parties,

cultural events and things to do this week. black comic book festival
schomburg center for research in black culture; fri 12, sat 13; free

just weeks before marvel drops the black panther movie, more than
12,000 genre fans gather for panels, cosplay competitions and film
screenings celebrating black superheroes and comic book creators.
dont miss discussions like black characters matter and white scripts
and black supermen. ndas and investigative journalism:what can be

done when contractual commitments are used to suppress new
reportingthe abrams institute for freedom of expression and the

media freedom & information access clinic at yale law school invite
you, your journalist colleagues and others from your organization to

the next in their series of occasional lunchtime discussions of
current issues facing journalists and their lawyers. 5ec8ef588b
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